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President's Report

Take one variable Specific lmpulse
l\.4agnetoplasma Rocket Concept, add a
Helicon Double Layer Thruster and for a bit of
spice throw in a Turbo Molecular Pump.

There you have it! A recipe for interstellar
space travelcourtesy of master chet Michael
West.

Michael's talk was very fascinating. Now I

have more of a handle on ion propulsion

systems and plasma engines. lillchael is off
to the USA to present a paper he has been
working on. I believe it could be on aircraft
wing development but don't quote me. This
was Michael's second visit to us and he has
accepted another offer to return to us

sometime nexl year.

What r/\ould happen ifyou held a party and
no-one came? Well, despite some fantastic
organization on the night that's wtat

happened when we held our recent public

night at the Dudley Chesham Sportsground at
the Oaks.

We have a few thoughts as to what
happened, maybe the weather, the previous

week's great tumout at the obseNatory, or
not enough advertising. But what I must say
is thank you to all the members who tumed
out. Also thanks to the volunteer fire brigade
Better luck next time.

ln February next year Peter Elston will be our
guest speaker, Peter will be presenting a
movie he made on chasing a solar eclipse.
Peter is a Qantas pilot and organised a flight
over Antarctica chasing the shadow ofthe
eclipse with ajumbojet. Should be a great

night. Also in January Dick Everett has
agreed to bring us all the latest news on the
astronomical front. Thanks Dick.
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The List of Dates

19t11tQ4 Campbellto\ m Rotary Observatory
Public Night
The oaks
End of Year Event, venue TBA
The Forest

The oaks
The oaks
General L4eeting

The oaks
The oaks
General Meeting
The Oaks
The Forest, TBA

04t12t04
05t12t04

11t12t04

01/01/05

08/01/05
17 t01105

05/02/05
12t02t05
21t02t05
05/03/05
12103t05

Before heading out please check in with John

Rombi or myself on 04'10 tl45 041, things can
change very quickly. Normally around this

time we take a break from The Forest and the
observatory as the Universities take their
breaks over Christmas.

Please note that there is no general meeting
in December. I am sure I will catch up with

most of you before our January retum. lf not,

please have a great and safe Christmas and

happy stargazing.

Noelsharpe President

Ursula's lnternet News

0n the website 'Astronomer.com" is another
link 'Spaceflight Nou/. There is a report on

newfound star clusteB that may be the final
fossils ofthe Milky Way, Just when
astronomers thought they might have dug up

the last of our galaxies fossils, they have

discovered something new in the galactic

equivalent of our own backyard.
Globula dusters ruh stars estimated to be

approx 13 billion years old have been

discovered by the SpiEer Space Telescop€

and the University of Wyoming infrared

observatory. They are 9000 light years from

Eath and they are hidden in the dust of the
Milky Way.

I think, ff there are stars nearly as old as our

Universe, there must have been stars before

the Big Bang, and that space was not all

empty. [Maybe sone of you miJht like to
debate that philosophical point with
Ursula ovu a cuppe eft* 6e neP'ting. lt
should invotve some liyety dbarsrion on
the fieaning of lie vo.d 't*{oft' and what
actually hepp€,tgd duing the Btg gang.

Ed.l

Another report fTom Spafl€ht Nor\|. Probe
preparing to plunge into Trtar s ainosphere!
0n the'14.01.05 [E Huygefls Fob€ wjll
plough into UE orange atnosphere of
Satum's moon Trtan. Sorne scentists have

seen a large bright area on 
.]-rtan 

that they

have named Xanadu, along rvitr tre
mountains of rock and lre. Trtan has a thick,

methane rich nitrogen atrnosphere. Scientists

think that Titan has a resemblance to a young

Earth. Wonderful!l
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What lC This Month
NoYember l5 - January 2005

Overhead at 8.30 om

Northwest Deneb low down in Cygnus, Altair
above, the stars of Delphinus undemeath

Capricornus and Aquarius. Next comes
Lacerta the Lizard and the Great Square ol
Pegasus wjth l\.4ira the variable star in Cetus,
Andromeda is followed by Aries and later
Taurus and the mighty Hunter Orion himsell

Southwest we have the Pointers low, with

Scorpius and Sagttarius above. Next are

Fomalhaut, Grus and Tuc 47 below Achemar.
Then comes Reticulum with Canopus rising in

the east and later Sirius

During January watch out lor Puppis and Vela
in the south, and Perseus, Auriga,
Monoceros, Gemini, Hydra, and Cancer rising
in the north.

The Moon Diary
First Quarter Moon 19111,19112

FullMoon 27111,27112
Last Quarter l\4oon 05/12, 03/01i05
New Moon 12112,10101105

FirstQua(er 17101105

Evening Sky Planets

Mercury rises in Scorpius around 8.45 pm, lt
will sit low above the westem horizon forthe
next few days before sinking to pass the Sun

on Dec 6d,. Rising then round 5.00 am in
ophiuchus it will chase and catch Venus for
Christrnas when they will stay paired up till
our next meeting in January.

Neptune rising in Capricornus followed by

Uranus in Aquarius are visible allnight. Both

willgradually sink toward the Sun during the

summer months and be setting in the twilight
by late January.

Saturn rises in Gemini to the right of Castor
and Pollux between midnight and 11 pm in

Novembei 11 - I pm during December and

as eady as 7 pm for January. ltisat
opposition on the '14t' January so this is the
best viewing time till February. Moving
$restward the ringed planet will still be in sight
of the Manger for Christmas.

Moming Sky

Jupiler rises in Vkgo between 4am and 1 am
through November and December. lt will stay
in Virgo for the next couple of months forming

a triangle with the crescent Moon and Spica
on 8t' December. ln January it will rise before
midnight.

Venus sta s the month haltway bet\,leen

Jupiter and Mars in Virgo. By December it is

within 3' of Mars closing to 1,2o on the 6rh.

0n 'l0t' December a very thin crescent Moon

will be above Venus with the red planet

sandwiched betv{een. A little later on 29$

December Venus will have a similarclose
rendezvous with Mercury before sundse on

its way to superior conjunction in March next
year.

Mars rises in Libra in the dawn light at 4.30
am before moving quickly to Scorpius and on
to 0phiuchus for January. Early December
check out the god ol War and goddess ol
Love as they dance on into January in the
moming light. They will be at their closest
over Christmas but in lhe daylight. Details in

Askonomy 2004/5.
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Comets
K4 reappears in our southem sky at mag. 7 in

Centaurus. During December it will pass

through Vela, Carina and Pictor.

T7 at 12th mag. is still visible in Crater ifyou
want to search very carefully.

Meteors

It's Leonid time againl No guarantee of
anything otherthan low activity but look up

round Nov 15-21 towards the northeast in the
moming.

The alpha Monocerids come along in

November as well. Normally only 5 per hour

there is some expectation that at ten year

cycles they may come in 3045 minute bursts
of 400 or more an hour. l'd like to see thatl

ln mid-December look for the Geminids, and
check Astronomy 2004/5 for more

Portralts ln The Sky

Aurlga the Gharloteer
is marked out by one ofthe homs of Taurus
(EI Nath) and the bright flashing fiery light of
Capella low down on the northem horizon.
The chariot driver is portrayed carrying a she-
goat on his shoulder and t'r/o or three kids
(small goats) on his arm. Capella has been

called the'she-goat star'since Roman times.

Legend claims that Auriga is Erechtheus, son

ofthe Roman god Vulcan and his wile
Minerva, vrtro invented the chariot to carry his

crippled body about,

o, Aur (Capella) is one of my favourite stars

because it is never still. lts coruscating light

twinkles and flashes yellow, green, blue,

white and orange red. ln fact observers down

the ages have disagreed about the colour of
this beauty. 35 light years away it is similar to
our Sun but 250 times larger and a binary

double.

The next brightest star is p, to the right of
Capella, called Menkalinin,2.l mag and also

a multi-star. A faint planetary nebula 1C2149

isjust 1" north at 11.0 mag.

There are three Messiers in Auriga, all open
clusters.

M36

\ro I
I

M36

,tu190k
rl9r I

/-*
2119

22E1
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N
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M36 is a bright open cluster with pronounced

arms of 8d' mag stars. A bit like a high-

tension electicity pylon, I call him "Pylon

Man'. M36 can be found 6-8' almost dkectly

north of El Nath (p Tauri). 0n your way you

will pass a rich open cluster NGC1893 of 60

stars with nebulosity at 7.5 mag.

The next is M37 - A very large rich open
cluster about the size of the moon. Clearly
visible with binoculars it appears misty even
with a telescope and 26 mm eyepiece,

M37

M38 is smaller than M37 but rich in stars.

Some people say it has the shape ofthe
Greek letter pi (7r).

Less than %" south you willsee NGC1907 an

open cluster of 30 stars with nebulosity at 8.2
mag. While you are enjoying he ride with
The Charioteer look up to the zenith to find:-

Monoceros - The Unlcom

l,4onoceros appeared on Persian celestial
globes a century belore western astronomy

credited Jacob Bartsch for its invention in

1624. Called The Unicorn (a mythicalfigure)
was perhaps a mistake for the Rhinoceros.

Situated between Orion and Canis l,4inor with

the Milky Way running through the centre, it

fills the space inside lvhat some northem
people call 'The Winter Triangle' (sirius-
Procyon-Betelgeuse) to balance the
'Summei one. lt has more than 50 open

clusters, several nebulae, and contains one of
the stars where exka solar planets have been

detected. The head is aimed towards
Betelgeuse, with M50 in the belly of the

animal. The stars are 4h mag or fainter and

the width of 300 makes it hard to spot the

shape.

s2,63
Ri!el

iM5Op

M38

/\
.7 s i.9 2237

.'-,'-"\;;];a;".-
q& 2264

t{

t23o!
224(orlor)

Ad.lg.u..

ln line with and about 150 away from the belt

stars of Orion is P Mon a fine kiple system of
blue-v'rhite stars in a curving arc. Component
A is a true binary and C has a companion

star, making this a quintuplet. About 5" to the

north of p is the open cluster 2232, about 20

stars the size of a lull moon.
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NGC2232

lvidway betv'reen Betelgeuse and Procyon
lies the area o, most interest. A little to the
south will bring you to S Mon an intense
luminous blue-white double star within the
open cluster 2264 - The Christmas Tree
Cluster, l\4easuring 40x20 arc min with S
l\.40n at the northem end, 30 stars cluster
together sunounded by nebulosity.

NGC2264

The nebulosity is the visible part of an

enormous cloud of hydmgen gas and tiny
solid particles with many newly lormed stars

visible in infra-red. The Cone Nebula with its
straight tapered sides is the largest olthese
dust clouds, but shows well only in
photographs.

0n the southem side olthis area is 2261 a
very small (3'x 2') bright curious $iedge
shaped nebula in a fine star field. High

magnification will bring this into view.

NGC2261

[,4oving south another nebula comes into view
about 30 to the right ofthe yellow and blue

double star e ltlon. NGC2237-9 is a pale
pink nebula almost 1o across with scattered
edges called The Rosette. Boosting
magnilication will reveal the rectangular open
cluster NGC 2244 inside the nebula circle.

NGC2244

Just under midway between Sirius and
Procyon you find ltl50 an open clusterwith a
red star at the centre, easiry visible in

binoculars. Another pretty cluster of pairs

and groups 2353 is 40 further south, one of
several within 7" around M50.
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lf the Unicom were running flat out it might
not see:-

Lepus - The Harc
crouching under the feet of Orion to the west.

This is an ancient constellation representing a
hare hiding atthe feet of the Hunter to escape
being pursued across the sky by Canis Major,
the huntefs dog, lt has also been called The
Giant Hunter's Chair.

The Arabs sawthe brightest four stars as
camels drinking from the river Eridanus. The
Egyptians saw the Boat of Osiris, and the
Chinese saw a plain old Shed. other cultures
make a link with a Rabbit in the Moon. lt is

said that when the Eagle (Aquila) sets, then
Lepus the Hare rises. overshadowed by

orion it is still an interesting sight,

r M79

from6-10thmag. Two of the stars are close
binaries and 150 mm will split them for a total
of seven stars in all.

NGC2017

A trio oI Srh mag stars X, v and K south of
Rigel and north of mu Lep are the hare's ears
facing R Lepus.

The beautiful Hind's Crimson Star or R Lep
is a long-period carbon variable. deep red in

colour. Described as like a 'drop of blood on

black velvel it ranges hom 5 to 12 mag over
430 days. Small scopes show the colour well

when it is bright. Starting with o, extend a line

to p and beyond about 50 SW to find it.

M79

6

{{:. a

lc.nlr iLjor)

Rl9.l
{orlon) N

cr (Arneb) is a yellow and grey double star,
mag 3 and 9.

p (Nihal) is a yellow giant. An attractive

double pair for binoculars is 7 yellow and red-

0range.

The stars a, 9, s, and p (The Camels) make
an easily recognised trapezium. Binoculars
and small scopes reveal the open cluster

NGC 2017 about 2" from a, has five stars
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M79 is a beautiful globular cluster at a quite

unusual location in the sky: l\4ost globulars

are grouped around the Galactic center, but
this is one olthe few which are in the central
stellar bulge ol our Milky Way galaxy. lt is
little over 40,000 light years from us. A good

object but can be difflcult for small telescopes
and binoculars. In the same low powerfleld
you will find a deep yellow double star
discovered by John Herschell - h 3752,

Keep you eyes on the Christnas stars this
yeat.

tc

Finding NGC253

To some people, finding the beautiful edge-on
spiral galaxy NGC253 (in Sculptoo is a
snack. And it is... on a perfectly dark night,
with binoculars, with basic directions from a
star map.

But getting the blighter in your telescope
eyepiece, especially when it is directly
overhead, can be another matter.

I recently had a need to be able to find it
quickly while giving a planned talk to some
people and I didn't want to embanass myself
by thrashing around looking for it. So here is
my simple solution. (My apologies to those of
you who can find it without delay with your

eyes closed or have Go-To scopes.)

FiGt you have to locate Sculptor from you sky
maps. Not so easy as its brightest star is
mag. 4.3. I frnd it by moving generally east
from Fomalhaut in Piscis Austrinus.

Then locate a Sculptoris and p Ceti, (Cetus

is'below or north of Nculptor.
Now NGC253 is just a tad over halfway from
p Ceti to c Scl. That's where you will be

generally looking through your finderscope.
But as 253 is not very visible in your

finderscope, you'll need some guide stars.

Here's the clue. Halfway betr,'/een 0 Cet and
q Scl, there are two distinct triangles in line.

You can't miss them in yourfindrscope, lf you

e(end the line of the westem side ofthe
triangle nearest Sculptor by its length again, it

will land smack on top of NGC253. See the
sketch below

c($

firyEc0 zs3 ,t

7,
f,..^Jl.s E> Ii'

I

NGC253 Good hunting

Norf lr

.eGl

RB

8

Good seeing

...qil
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A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF
MATTER Part 2
By Fran Kish

F his is the second installment of Frank's
mammoth paper, I hope you are enjoying and
learning lrom it as much as I am. Ed.l

1) WHAT IS MATTER?

The two major scientific disciplines, Physics
and Cosmology in general, which dealwith
the subject of maffe,i might give us the
relevant ans\.vers in the following:

1.1 PHYSICS is a discipline that deals with an

organized body of tested ideas about the real
world through continued research. Physics is

the science ofenergy, (Joule, 1851), this
axiom was adopted by Kelvin, stating that
atoms \rcre to be regarded merely as
manifestations of energy, which idea is
conflrmed by modern physics.

Description of Matter by Modern Physics:
Maller is a specific anangement of atoms that
is distinct from any other that a substance
might possess. l\4atter in the form of
elementary pa icles demonstrates mass and

charge, having a wave-like aspect. l\.4atter can
be created ftom energy. Both matter and light
have intrinsic properties ol both waves and
particles. Wave motion is the fundamental
basis of all material beings and their motion in

the physical reality. The wave function
therefore incorporates everything there is to
know about a particle, regarding all its
possible positions and movements. This is
considered by some physicists as being a
quasi'Quantum-Social Security Numbef'.

Furthermore:
a) All malleris made up of five stable
elementary particles: E/ecfro,s, P/Dlons and

^/eutrors, 
all these 3 components mnstitute

the visible materials,
Nedmos, Photons (and Grayiton?), these are

the carriers ol erergy, created by interactions
among the visible materials.

b) ln the physical reality, through Einstein's
Law of Equivalence, all matteli and ultimately
all energy are subject to the Laws and Forces
of Nafure. These Laws arc sel immutable in

lhat all enetgy/matte parlicles must conlorm
to them, but without being able to react back
and a/terthem.

Forces of Nalure considered being the
Causes of interactions among matter of all
kinds, and these are: Strong Nuclear Force,

Weak Nuclear Force, Electromagnetism and
lhe Gnvitational Force.

c) Ultimately, in the Microcosrn, matter is

controlled by the Laws ol Quantum
Mecharlcs, and if it is proven to be corect,
"one has to give up either ordinary logic or
physical reality".
ln lhe Macrocosn, natter is controlled by the
Laws ol lhe Gravitational Force.

d)Through Einstein's Law of Equivalence ol
energy and matter, it is appropriate at this
point to describe briefly the nature of E ergy
as well.
Energy is the capacity for producing effecf.
Therefore energy is recognhed through its
effecfs, and these are:

(i) Stored Energy such as Mechanical,
Thermal, Electrical, Chemical, Nuclear and
Potential Energy.

(ii) Transient Eneryy such as Heat and
Work, (Mechanical and Fluid flow),

Prime Focus yolg Issue I I Novenber 2004
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The Total Energy ol all forms of energies in a
c/osed syslem remains corstani
Heal in a system is a transfer of energy

throu gh the,hcoierenl (multi-directional)

motion of its particles. Heat is measured by
the change ol temperature.

Iernperature indicates quantitatively the
molecular equilibrium of the kinetic heat
energy, between the SelPolnt of the
thermometer and an ob./bcl.

Work in a system is a transfer of energy
through coherert (unidirectional) motion of its
particles. Work is nol a form o, erergy, but the
name only of a method for transfening erergy
through change. Work may be completely
converted into ,eat by using ene,gy.

1.2 COSMOLOGY has three main branches:
Physlcal Cosmology, Philosophica/
Cosmology and Culfural Cosmology, which is

not the subject of this paper.

a) Physical Cosmology considered a branch
of physics and astronomy is a study ol the
physical Universe, its structure, he processes

in it and its history.

b) Philosophical Cosmology or Ph,/osophy
of Nalure, was lirst developed within the
Systematlc Aristotelian Pr,lbsophy, is a study
of philosophical issues associated with natural
sciences. lts aim is the search for truth in

reality, while its material object is Oeing as
such, that is found in every knowable real
thing, in its ultimate, rational explanation.
Philosophy in general enters into and often
enmesh with the Physical Cosmology
because ofthe frequent cl,arges in our
physical picture o, the Universe, and the
multitude ol conflicting obsenlational data
which require radical revlslo, in our
conceptualization of it.

A conceptual rcvision, just as logical thinking,
according to the principles of the Aristotelian
Ru/es ofLogic, demands that the specific
descrlrtion and definition of a physical entity
pnor fo a relevant question must be clearly

,derlfied (Although such similar rule may

exist in other philosophies, but with the

essential difference that others lack a

comprehensive system , a fnmework of
rcference iot the identifrcallo, ot a specific
desciption.)

Scientists are proposing multitude of novel
ideas in the interest of progress allthe time.
The problem, however, is that many ofthose
proposals are complex by nature and/or lull of
assumptions, lvhich conflict with assumptions
proposed by other scientish. This problem is

compounded by the all too frequent and

illogical practice of trying to prove the
assumpt oI) of a new view-point with other
assumption.

Philosophy asserts that: "Any assumption,
which relies on other assumption to prove an

idea/term/theory or a fact, it is philosophically

an unacceptable explanation,'

Heisenberg wrote: "Science must be based
upon language as the only means ol
communication and there, where the problem

of unambiguity is of greatest importance, the
logical patterns must play their role'. Further
he states that the fundamental problem of our
mutual understanding lies in the intrinsic

uncertainty of the meaning of words. Hence

the word 'defn,itlon' comes from the
Aristotelian Philosophy, which created
"0rganon', a system of logical thinking, in

order to determine and set boundaries in

modes of expression, thereby setting the solid
bas,s for the scientific language,
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c) Cultural Cosmology 6 a study of tre
creation myths of different orhures. their
function, meaning and odentation. (i.e he
domain of cultural an$ropologists).

Description of ilater by Physical
Cosmology: lrat er is best understood

thrcugh Einstein's demonsffiion of $e
Equivalence ol erelqy a1d mass, wtrich

results from fie fanous fomula o[ E=mc2.

This implies a possit lfty for mnverting erergy
into mass and vhe versa.

Kelvin hoped to eslablish a -material physics'
based solely on energy. He had an idea

that all material phenomena could be

explained in terms of the transformation of
energy from one form into another. Einstein

confirmed this idea by his energy-equivalence
equation.

Within the Physlcal Cosmo/ogy, an indepth
description ol matter, together with other
related theories associated with the origin,
nature and the fate ofthe Universe, are

detaled in the so called Cosmological
Models.

There are some 10 to 15 such Models
published so far. Some ofthem contain often
strangely new theories that conflict Wth those
already accepted by the scientific community.

The so called Einste,irde Sifter Cosmological
Model which provides the most realistic
analogue lot a naryinally-bound Universe,
has been accepted bythe scientific
communlty as the "Modern Cosmological
Modef. This model assumes that the
thermodynamic properties of the Universe in

its first milliseconds after the Big Bang, (i.e. at
the very beginning of the Universe), caused
the high-temperature drop to go through a

phase-transition f rom its high{emperature.
(i.e. massless plasma), phase to a low-
temperature massive phase.

This reasoning is based on the successful

description by Parr,b/e Pl,ys/cs, that is the
particles at the very high temperatures olthe
Big Bang dld interact at energies over a

thousand times stmnger than nuclear

energies.

The same happens when electron and

neutron meet. The energy confined in the
padicles'mass is liberated and dissipated in

the form of gamma rays. The same happens

also in the decay of the neutron.

Scientists agree that one olthe most

conspicuous properties of energy being
locked up is mass. lt may be said that matter
is energy 'condensed." others say that mass

of a padicle represents highly ordered
"erergy'. After scientists having pulled matter
into its ever smaller constituent pieces, they

are so lar unable to cleariy define its true
elementary structure and precisely what
rnatler is. P. Davies suggests that besides the
analytical uiew ol matter, it may also have a
synlhefic aspect, analogous with the
"Uncertainty Principle" of Quantum
Mechanics, whereby we may be unable to
determine simultaneously how malter works
lvhile analfzing what it is made ot

Description of Matter by Philosophical
Cosmology: There are fwo substantial and

complementary pnhcrples recognizable in

every physical body, these are:

a) The passiye ,raner, 'of which things are

made", being in its utmost purity and as Plato

called it a kind of non-enw, i.e. incapable ol
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separate existence, but only in conjunction
with something else that is the fom.

b)The actlve form, which is so to speak, the
/iving idea of the physical body that
determires and makes the purely passive

mafler what ,it ls,

ln summary then, matleris a ouantifiable
bodily substance, and yet it is wholly
indeterminate enlrty by itself, r4lose real
lderfry is acquired only by its active
oualifiable tom, i.e. lhe principle of
determination.

Expressing the same idea in a simple way:
mafter as such is a bodily substance that can
only be recognized in lhe physical reality
through its qualitative properties, in other
words; ls there such a thing as matter without
shape? "There is no enlrty without /dent ty'.

parallelogram made of stars of similar
magnitude. This is showr comfortably in your

finderscope's field of view. There is a smaller

asterism as a guide just 40 rrom it in line with
the Y. Put your telescope on the eastemmost
star olthe parallelogram and have confdence
that it is Uranus. I nailed it with my binoculars.
(See the sketch below.)

To find Neptune, a little trickier as it is much

fainter. First locate theta (e) Capricomi, in the

middle of the bend between p and y. Wofting
from p to e, there is a 'bent line of 3 mag. 6
stars across the line. Neptune lies halfr,vay

betv'reen this line ol stars and e, but off centre

as shown on the sketch below. Patiently find

these stars and e in your finderscope, move

to the point shown lor Neptune (your

finderscope may not reach mag. 7.9) and
bluish Neptune should be in your scope's

eyepiece. (Note - there is another mag 6.5
starwithin 23" of Neptune. Don't confuse
them.) Have lun! RB
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(To be continued...)

Frank Kish I

Finding Uranus and Neptune

Uranus and Neptune are cunently shining at
mags. 5.8 and 7.9 in Aquarius and
Capricomus respectively. Believe it or not, for
those of you without Go-To scopes, they are

relatively easy to lind. All you need to do is a
bit of star hopping. The trick is to know which
stars to hop.

First, the easiest- Uranus. Broadly, it lies
slightly to the west of the point one third of the
way fTom the Y of Aquarius to Fomalhaut in

Piscis Austrinus. What is most helpful is that it
provides the 4h point of a 4o long
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